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SHUTGUN
FIRE SPRINKLER SHUTOFF TOOL

•Shuts off activated fire sprinkler heads while
keeping the system in-service. 

•Shutgun’s fusible link will release if there is a
fire - so your building is still protected. 

•Helps prevent excessive water damage to
buildings & contents. 

•One hand activation means it is safe to use from a 
ladder.

•Made from durable cast aluminum and fits handily 
in your pocket.

Item # 3099181

Designed by engineers with input from firemen, Shutgun is the first product that incorporates a fusible link that will 
release if a fire rekindles.  Its one hand activation makes it safe and easy to use.  Ideally, every building with fire
sprinklers should have a Shutgun available to help prevent excessive water damage to a building and contents.  
It makes economic sense for property managers and building owners to ensure that the Shutgun is readily available 
by the fire extinguisher on at least every second floor of a building.
Save yourself the aggravation and costs associated with water damage, today!

3099181C:  Sheared Head Attachment
In the event that the arms of a fire sprinkler head are broken off, this attachment can be 
placed on the Shutgun so that it can shut off the damaged sprinkler head. 

Shutgun Replacement Parts:
3099181A:  Fusible Link
3099181B:  Link Spring
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